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Seeing the students embracing their new school uniforms in the great grace of the
Mother's Party, the parents and the people's passionate voices
From the capital Pyongyang to Dumesangol to remote island villages, students, including
freshmen, from all elementary schools and universities in the country are dressed in their new
uniforms and the appearance of the country is getting brighter.
It is not because we have no funds left, nor because favorable conditions have been created.
Even though it takes billions of dollars to raise our children, with the endless love of the dear
General Secretary who regards it not as hardship but as happiness, despite the country's
difficulties, as the new school year begins, new students receive school uniforms, bags, and
shoes. Following Ahn Eun, a few days ago, our students once again put on their stylish new
summer school uniforms and a beautiful canvas of smiling joy unfolded. What is more valuable
and precious than billions of dollars of wealth is the bright smiles of children who are cheerful
and wrinkle-free.
The news that the production of student uniform cloth and bag cloth is being vigorously
promoted at the Kim Jeong-suk Pyongyang Textile Factory, a national technical class for the
production of student uniforms is in progress, and the news that a new type of summer school
uniform to be supplied to elementary school students during the maximum emergency
quarantine period has been consolidated. Our people, who couldn't contain their heat every time
they were delivered, are weeping as they see the students wearing a new type of summer school
uniform and walking to and from school, overflowing with joy and happiness.
An official from the Ministry of Commerce met with us at an industrial goods store in Seoseong
District, where the supply of uniforms to elementary school freshmen was in full swing in June,
said:
“I have the love of my dear Comrade General Secretary, who took all necessary measures while
carefully looking at even the newly created school uniform samples, saying that school uniforms
should be made with sincerity and wearing them to our students. Isn't this what unfolded?"

Gyungae, who truly taught the central clothing researchers and engineers to go down to the local
clothing production units to give technical training to decisively improve the quality of school
uniforms, and to ensure that the production of school uniforms for students proceeded without
interruption even when the maximum emergency quarantine system was in operation. It is
today's reality that cannot be imagined apart from the leadership of the General Secretary.
As a result, all mothers are touching their hearts as they watch their children in their new school
uniforms in their tears of joy.
The mother of a first-year student at Okryu Elementary School in Daedonggang District said:
“One evening, when I saw my daughter and son falling asleep, I was surprised. No, well, my
child slept with his new school uniform on his chest. The moment I saw the smile on my lips as
to what I was dreaming of, my heart was moved and I was able to savor the call of a mother
again. It is our party that raises them.” I met an elementary school student on Gwangbok Street
who boasted that the new school uniform was really nice, so I looked in the mirror several times
a day, and when I went out on the street wearing my new uniform, people still came to me and
swept my uniform, proudly saying that I envy you as a truly blessed college student. The virgin
college student at Pyongyang National University of Education I was talking about, the mother
of a student attending Changjeon Elementary School in Jung-gu, who said that her heart was
drenched at the thought of how much the party and the country had put in for our children…
Pyongyang is not alone.
From remote mountain villages in Ryanggang Province, north of the motherland, to the
demarcation line, to remote island villages, these voices of passion are resounding everywhere.
They said with joy that they had supplied all school uniforms to new students in island villages
just like the villages, and the children of a mountain village located about 100 ri away from the
town of Ilgundo in Pungseo-gun, Ryanggang-do were filled with joy as they embraced the new
school uniforms. He said with enthusiasm that he would not be forgotten.Even though they were
born in different places, the love of the Mother's Party is warmly touched, so people are
touching their hearts with one voice saying, "Dear Marshal Kim Jong-un, thank you very much."
Isn't this the answer to the question of where the bright sounds of laughter and singing of future
generations have their roots and how our socialism has endured even in severe trials?
The greater the love you embrace, the stronger your oath in return will be.
This is the same for everyone, but the feelings of the people of South Hwanghae Province who
have embraced the love and kindness of the esteemed General Secretary more than anyone else
are of a different kind.
A resident of Ryongdang 2-dong, Haeju, had tears in his tears as he embraced the immortal
medicine that filled with the love of his beloved general secretary for the people of South

Hwanghae Province, and today, again, his son, who entered elementary school, has a stylish
school uniform provided by the state. He said that seeing him wearing a uniform and going to
school strengthened his determination to do more. A woman living in Gangnyeong-gun also did
not do much for her son who is going to school, but my dear Marshal sent me school supplies
and gave me school uniforms. He said that he had given them everything from clothes to bags
and shoes, and he only wanted to devote all of his body and mind for such a grateful socialist
system.
This is not just the feelings of parents of children who have embraced new school uniforms. In
the spirit of the party, yesterday, our children's smiling canvases were spread everywhere in
front of delicious milk products. They say that the song of "No Envy in the World" is resounding,
and they are resolving to uphold the noble will of the Mother Uri Party in practice.
Teachers from all over the world say that whenever they come in contact with the love of the
party for the new generation, their pride and sense of duty increase.
Our revolution advances with the power of love for future generations. The more difficult it is,
the more we pour our devotion to the children, and the way of advancing and developing our
revolution is to resolutely move toward the future of communism with the power of that love.

